
                                  Disagreement statement 
 
 
 
 My disagreement statement is going to be about the ten people. The ten people limit is 
crazy to me. 
Because there are families that  are bigger than ten people and it is basically saying you 
can't spend time with your family. They also are making a rule that activities over fifty 
people are canceled, which means basketball for kids and college which if it is your last 
year playing your sport in college and you didn't even know when your last game was 
that would be very upsetting and some people who have been training didn't even get to 
start their season. Everybody is very upset about sports being canceled and instead of 
calling it march madness they are calling it march sadness. A few of my horse shows 
are canceled which is upsetting because riding season is just getting started and I 
haven't even done one show. People are way over reacting to this. Some people have 
to self corontine for 14 days after going somewhere because they don’t want other 
people exposed to it. Literally this is not worse than the flu the flu kills thousands a day 
when the coronavirus kills not near as many This ten people limit also means that 
daycares are being shut down because they don’t want that many kids and people by 
each other and they are bigger than ten people.  Which means that parents have to stay 
home with their kids because they are too young to stay home by themselves so instead 
of going to work they have to stay home. That means that the parents are not making 
money from their job to provide for their families. For food, water, shelter,clothing and 
other things that people need. It also is confusing to me is that children are carriers for 
the coronavirus and if the parents send their kids to their grandparents they could get 
the coronavirus or if the kids are around sick people they could get the coronavirus. 
Verses if they just stayed at daycare they would just be around other kids and kids are 
pretty much immune to it because they have strong immune systems but older people 
have weaker ones. I do not think this is a fair solution or one that is going to do anything 
at all people are going to break the rule because it’s not like there’s going to be standing 
by your door at all times counting how many people you invited. Plus if you have ten 
people over and then once the party is over one person has another party to go to. 
What if they got the choronovirus from the first party than they just gave it to the next 
ten people and it keeps going. And stores are not doing the fifty people rule there are 
hundreds of people  
 
 


